COMMON THREADS
East + west, north + south, traditional + today, familiar + foreign. The warp speaks one way, the weft another.

DIAMOND STITCH QUILT
Sleep on a cloud. Finished with a contrast top-stitch in a diamond pattern, this 100% cotton quilt comes in four sky-inspired shades and combines the warmth of a downy comforter with the lightweight look of a cozy quilt.
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TRUE BLUE

The ties that bind us. Inspired by the oldest and earliest indigo dyes used in Japanese, Indian and European textiles, this season’s palette is inky, deep and dark. A contrasting thread of red brings it to life.

this just in
NOMAD COVERLET

This quilted coverlet is an easy way to update your bed year-round. Its summer, it’s a lightweight layer all on its own. In winter, it brings welcome warmth, color and texture when you fold it over a quilt or duvet.

LEFT: DIAMOND STITCH QUILT STANDARD SHAM Night Shade. $29, NOMAD COVERLET STANDARD SHAM
Deep Sea, Slate, Platinum. $29, NOMAD COVERLET FULL/QUEEN Slate. $99, DIAMOND STITCH QUILT
FULL/QUEEN Night Shade, Blue Fin. $199
RIGHT: DIAMOND STITCH QUILT FULL/QUEEN Night Shade. $169, CERAMICIST VASE COLLECTION
WHITE EXTRA TALL. $79, WHITE SHORT NECK. $49, GRAY MEDIUM NECK. $54, BLUE SMALL NECK. $34.
this just in

ORGANIC HARMONY SHEET SET
Taking our cues from Japanese paper prints, we created this small-scale indigo pattern on 100% organic cotton percale. Peeking out over layers of soft cotton quilts, it’s the bed’s version of a stylish shirt under a cozy cardigan.

IKAT STRIPE SHEET SET Stone White. $29-$119

FRAYED EDGE QUILT White, Platinum, Slate. $29-$189

ORGANIC HARMONY SHEET SET Stone White/Deep Sea. $29-$119

BODERUM HEADBOARD Cafe, Natural. $399-$549
BODERUM BEDFRAME Cafe, Natural. $349-$499

WATERCOLOR BRUSHSTROKE WALL ART SMALL 11"x14". $59
DIAMOND STITCH QUILT Platinum. $29-$189

ORGANIC HARMONY SHEET SET Stone White/Deep Sea. $29-$119
RECYCLED DENIM JUTE RUG Denim blue. $39-$499

CABIN THROW 44"x56". White, Platinum. $109
this just in

CHAIN RIB THROW

Chain reaction. Each of these throws knits together two shades of yarn to create depth and dimension. Like your favorite soft scarf, these classic blankets bring instant cold-weather comfort to a bed, sofa or chair.

MOROCCO HEADBOARD Chocolate, White. $299-$449
CLASSIC BED FRAME Chocolate, Barley. $199-$349
BLOOM
FELT PILLOW COVER 12” x 16” Heather Grey. $49
RIVULET STRIPE DUVET Slate. $24-$169
IKAT STRIPE SHEET SET Stone White. $29-$119
LINEN/COTTON DUVET White. $29-$189
MELANGE RUG India Ink. $129-$799
HUDSON NIGHTSTAND Chocolate, barley or white. $249

CHAIN RIB THROW Frost Grey/Platinum, Stone White/ Stone Blue/Flax/White, Red Clay/Neural/Flax. $79
BLUE, WHITE + JUST RIGHT
Use tone-on-tone texture to refresh a classic color combo.

GOURD TABLE LAMP
Antiqued Mercury. $149.

HEX SIDE TABLE
Marble/steel. $119.

TALL GRID TUFTED HEADBOARD
Ivory or gray leather; also available in SPC. $499-$649.

ORGANIC HARMONY SHEET SET
Stone White/Deep Sea. $29-$159.

SUNSET THROW
44”x56” Blue Teal. $49.

NEW ORGANIC COTTON PINTUCK DUVET
Ivory. $24-$159.

KASBAH RUG
Ivory. $179-$1299.
SARAH CAMPBELL BATH TRAYS
SMALL 4”x6”. $10, LARGE 9”x6”. $12

FRAMED THAI FABRIC WALL ART
14”x17”. $79

SARAH CAMPBELL GARDEN PATH PILLOW COVER
18”x18” North Wind. $44,
SARAH CAMPBELL SPRING FLOWERS PILLOW COVER
18”x18” Stone White. $44,
SARAH CAMPBELL MINI FLORAL PILLOW COVER
18”x18” Campfire. $44

ORGANIC FLORAL BLOOM SHEET SET
North Wind. $29-$119

this just in
ORGANIC SARAH CAMPBELL SHEET SET
Part of our ongoing collaboration with British textile designer Sarah Campbell, these 100% organic cotton sheets bring a fresh, layered look to the bed.

STRIA BED SET
Honey. $799-$999,
SARAH CAMPBELL SPRING FLOWERS PILLOW COVER
18”x18” Stone White. $44,
SARAH CAMPBELL MINI FLORAL PILLOW COVER
18”x18” Campfire.
SARAH CAMPBELL GARDEN PATH PILLOW COVER
18”x18” North Wind.
SUNSET THROW
44”x56” Indigo. $49,
INDIGO BOLSTER PILLOW COVER
10”x18” India Ink. $14,
NOMAD COVERLET
Deep Sea. $29-$189,
ORGANIC SEERSUCKER DUVET
White. $54-$109,
ORGANIC FLORAL BLOOM SHEET SET
North Wind. $29-$119,
BRO STRIPE PRINTED JUTE RUG
Regal Blue. $39-$349
Travel and conversation bring us closer together. The world opens up, our perspectives shift (maybe a little, maybe a lot) and we come home with a more eclectic, inclusive world view.
Our new mid-century-inspired Crosby Sectional feels fresh when you pair it with pillows that take their cues from Japanese shibori-dyed textiles. Kyoto meets Copenhagen.

**MID-CENTURY REMIXED**

MORTEN TABLE LAMP $149
CROSBY SECTIONAL Oatmeal Pebbleweave $2198
SPINDLE COFFEE TABLE Glass/ bourbon $399
RECLAIMED WOOD MIRROR WALL 20"x60" $369
TEXTURED DOT PILLOW COVER 20"x20" India Ink $39
BLURRY STRIPE PILLOW COVER 12"x21" India Ink $34
BATIK OMBRE PILLOW COVER 18"x18" India Ink $39
KAWA DHURRIE RUG Indigo $49-$749
CERAMICIST VASE COLLECTION WHITE TEARDROP $34, GRAY MEDIUM NECK $54, BLUE SMALL NECK $34, VENEER SPHERE SMALL $16, LARGE $29
TEXTURED TABLESCAPES

this just in
CERAMICIST VASES

Layers of translucent glaze create the rich mineral finishes you see in these simple, sculptural vases. Transformed from the kiln fire, each one carries its own subtle surface marks.

BOERUM 3-DRAWER DRESSER
Cafe, Natural. $699,
WATERCOLOR BRUSHSTROKE WALL ART MEDIUM 18”x24”. $99

CROSBY SECTIONAL
Oatmeal pebbleweave. $2198,
SPINDLE COFFEE TABLE
Glass/bourbon. $399,
TEXTURED DOT PILLOW COVER 20”x20” India Ink. $39,
BLURRY STRIPE PILLOW COVER 12”x27” India Ink. $14

SWEEP ARM CHAIR
Regal blue ikat chevron. $699

CERAMICIST VASE COLLECTION
WHITE EXTRA TALL. $79,
BLUE SMALL NECK. $34,
BLUE TALL ROUND NECK. $69,
WHITE SHORT NECK. $49,
BLUE SHORT ROUND NECK. $49,
FROSTED GRAY MEDIUM NECK. $54,
FROSTED GRAY TALL NECK. $69,
WHITE TEARDROP. $29

SATIN OMBRE PILLOW COVER 18”x18” India Ink. $30,
TEXTURED DOT PILLOW COVER 20”x20” India Ink. $39,
BLURRY STRIPE PILLOW COVER 12”x27” India Ink. $34
Olive Chair
Regal blue painted stripe. $449

Braided Cable Throw
50"x60" Platinum. $99

Kasbah Rug
Ivory. $179-$1299

Handloomed Diamond Pillow Cover
20"x20" Feather Grey/Ivory, India Ink/Stone. $39-$849

Safi Rug
Soot. $129-$849

Handloomed Diamond Pillow Cover
20"x20" Feather Grey/Ivory, India Ink/Stone. $39-$849

Heritage Rug
Ivory. $179-$1299

Braided Cable Throw
50"x60" Platinum, India Ink. $99

Fisherman’s Rib Pillow Cover
20"x20" Platinum, Rosehip. $14

This just in
Design Workshop Shelving
Made in the USA, this rolling bookcase is the sum of quality parts that can be customized to suit your space. The industrial metal frame and oak shelves come in your choice of size, while casters make it easy to move from room to room.

Design Workshop Shelving
Pricing dependent on configuration.

Ceramicist Vase Collection
Blue Tall Round. $69
SARAH CAMPBELL SPRING GARDEN NAPKIN Set of 4. $20;
SARAH CAMPBELL FLORAL BLOOMS PLACEMAT Set of 2. $14;
HAND PAINTED DOTTED DINNERWARE
DINNER PLATE Set of 4. $40, SALAD Set of 4. $32, BOWL Set of 4. $32, MUG Set of 4. $24;
FORGED FLATWARE 5-PIECE PLACE SETTING $39

FORGED FLATWARE 5-PIECE PLACE SETTING $39

CARROLL FARM DINING TABLE Sheesham. $499,
CARROLL FARM BENCH Sheesham. $269,
PORTER SIDE CHAIR Flax or iron basketweave, also in ivory leather. $149-$996

ORGANIC BLOWN GLASS PENDANT MEDIUM. $149, LARGE. $169

JUTE CHENILLE HERRINGBONE RUG Natural/Ivory. $49-$599

BLOWN GLASS PENDANT Created by blowing clear glass into a structured wire frame, these pendants have a lantern-like effect that glows softly and subtly when paired with vintage-style bulbs.

WE LOVE® SARAH CAMPBELL
We’ve continued our collaboration with London print-and-pattern-maker Sarah Campbell. This season, she brings to the table a brand-new collection of placemats and napkins to mix and match. Learn more at westelm.com and sarahcampbelldesigns.com.

SARAH CAMPBELL SPRING GARDEN NAPKIN Set of 4. $20;
SARAH CAMPBELL FLORAL BLOOMS PLACEMAT Set of 2. $14;
HAND PAINTED DOTTED DINNERWARE
DINNER PLATE Set of 4. $40, SALAD Set of 4. $32, BOWL Set of 4. $32, MUG Set of 4. $24;
FORGED FLATWARE 5-PIECE PLACE SETTING $39

BLOWN GLASS PENDANT Created by blowing clear glass into a structured wire frame, these pendants have a lantern-like effect that glows softly and subtly when paired with vintage-style bulbs.

CARROLL FARM DINING TABLE Sheesham. $499;
CARROLL FARM BENCH Sheesham. $269;
PORTER SIDE CHAIR Flax or iron basketweave, also in ivory leather. $149-$996;

ORGANIC BLOWN GLASS PENDANT MEDIUM. $149, LARGE. $169;

JUTE CHENILLE HERRINGBONE RUG Natural/Ivory. $49-$599
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MID-CENTURY MIX

Products available for purchase beginning December 28

WILLIAMS-SONOMA, INC. FOR YOUR BUSINESS
1.800.858.2589
www.wsforyourbusiness.com
PAST PERFECT

Our new 1950s and ’60s-inspired furniture mixes easily with favorites you already own.

THE MID-CENTURY BEDROOM COLLECTION

This FSC-certified collection marries the understated silhouettes of classic mid-century pieces with modern-day sustainability. This collection is crafted with FSC-certified wood.

MID-CENTURY STORAGE
Acorn. 3-drawer nightstand, $249.
6-drawer dresser, $599.
10-drawer dresser, $799.

MID-CENTURY BED FRAME
Acorn, $149–$299.

BEDSIDE PENDANT
+ LINEN SHADE
Ivory, $129.

ORGANIC WOODLAND DUVET
Dusty Blue, $119.

SUNSET THROW
Golden Rod, $49.

ON THE COVER:
WIRE TERRARIUM
Clear, $59–$149.

SNOWPEAK RUG
Ivory, $149–$849.


**MODERN WINDSOR DINING CHAIR**

Acorn or white. $249-$996

**PARKER EXPANDABLE DINING TABLE**

Walnut. $699

**BAZAAR DHURRIE**

Ochre. $149-$749

---

**this just in**

**SPOKE CHAIR**

An update to the spindled Windsor chair, our solid wood Spoke Chair has a tall, exaggerated back and a pecan finish that showcases its rich grain.

**STEPHEN ANTONSON NAUTILUS CHANDELIER**

White/linen shade. $379

---

**RETRO REDUX**

We gave traditional shapes a contemporary slant for a look that feels totally fresh.

**STEPHEN ANTONSON NAUTILUS CHANDELIER**

Part of our second collaboration with Brooklyn-based artist Stephen Antonson, this sculptural wood chandelier captures the subtle texture that characterizes his work.

**STEPHEN ANTONSON NAUTILUS CHANDELIER**

White/linen shade. $379
CRAFTED DINNERWARE

This just in

Crafted Dinnerware

Made in three tinted glazes over ridged, imperfect textures, our brand-new Crafted Dinnerware merges the look and feel of potter’s wheel pieces with dishwasher-safe ease.

Gray or ice blue. Sets of 4. SALAD PLATE $40, BOWL $40, DINNER PLATE $48; OVERSIZED MUG $10 each

BENTWOOD PENDANTS

This just in

Crafted from curved oak veneer in four different shapes, these lamps look amazing hung in clusters over the table and fitted with glowy Edison-style bulbs.

BENTWOOD PENDANT

Honey stained wood/clear cord

ROUND $169, OBLONG $169,
ONION $169, BARREL $169